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Golden Elder (Sambucus Aurea)

A handsome Shrub from Holland with golden-yellow foliage and a profusion of large flat heads of white flowers in July. A strong favorite
Sambucus Aurea
—OR—
Golden Elder
A Fine Decorative Shrub

A Handsome variety with golden yellow foliage and symmetrical growth that will prove valuable for enlivening shrubberies and affording strong contrasts wherever desired. Should be planted where they have plenty of sun. They produce flat heads of white blossoms in midsummer. Undoubtedly one of the most satisfactory of yellow foliaged shrubs. The best effect is produced when planted with other shrubs, thus rendering the foliage more conspicuous by contrast. It may be trimmed to a low, compact bush or allowed to attain its full height of ten to fifteen feet.

$1.00 Each. SPECIAL—3 for $2.50
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